
Abstrakt 

 

This diploma thesis is dealing with interferences of the Czech Sign Language into the written 

Czech of the Czech deaf people, especially with the features of the creole languages, which, 

according to some theories, sign languages bear. The major part of this thesis is dealing with 

one feature of the creole languages, confusion of the verbs „to be“ and „to have“. All the 

features of creole languages were searched in written texts produced by Czech students from 

the 5th year of public schools for hearing-impaired.   

The aim of this diploma thesis was to find out, if we can find these features and especially the 

confusion of the verbs „to be“ and „to have“ in the written czech in the Czech deaf people, 

and if so, to describe them. Therefore the thesis is structured in this order: 

First part of the diploma thesis introduces creole languages and their features in general, 

following part contains an analysis of written texts, in which were these features looked up 

(except for the confusion of „to be“ and „to have“).  

To the verbs „to be“ and „to have“ are dedicated following three parts of this thesis. Since 

there are very few articles and monographs concerned with these verbs and any articles 

concerned with the theme of confusion of these verbs, the first part contains necessary 

analysis of the Czech grammars and school-books of the Czech language for foreigners, 

which had to be made in order to find out, what we exactly know of the function of these two 

verbs and their distribution. In the next part there are the results of the analysis of the written 

texts focused on the confusion of these two verbs. The last part of this diploma thesis contains 

a test of the distribution of the verbs „to be“ and „to have“ based on the results of previous 

analysis of the written texts. 

The conclusion of the diploma thesis is, that certain features of the creole languages were 

found in the texts, including the confusion of the verbs „to be“ and „to have“. For their exact 

description  see the whole thesis. 
 


